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Chapter 1 
Review & Introduction

1.4 Spectrum Allocation

Office Hours: 

BKD 3601-7

Tuesday 10:00-11:30

Thursday 9:30-11:30



Radio-frequency spectrum
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 Commercially exploited bands

c f 

Wavelength

Frequency

83 10 m/s

[http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic-art/585825/3697/Commercially-exploited-bands-of-the-radio-frequency-spectrum]



Cellular Bands
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 All cellular phone networks worldwide use a portion of the radio 
frequency spectrum designated as ultra high frequency 
(UHF) (300 MHz to 3 GHz)

 The UHF band is also used for television, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
transmission.

 Due to historical reasons, radio frequencies used for cellular 
networks differ in the Americas, Europe, and Asia.

 Frequency bands recommended by ITU-R (in June 2003) for 
terrestrial Mobile telecommunication IMT-2000: 

 806-960 MHz

 1710-2025 MHz 

 2110-2200 MHz 

 2500-2690 MHz



Forward link (BS to MS) Frequencies 

and Channelization (1)
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[http://www.qrctech.com/freq_chart_24x36.pdf]



Forward link (BS to MS) Frequencies 

and Channelization (2)
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[http://www.qrctech.com/freq_chart_24x36.pdf]
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Thailand Freq. Allocations Chart
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http://www.ntc.or.th/uploadfiles/freq_chart_thai.htm



Spectrum Allocation
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 Spectral resource is limited.

 Most countries have government agencies responsible for 
allocating and controlling the use of the radio spectrum.

 Commercial spectral allocation is governed 
 globally by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
 ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) is responsible for radio 

communication.

 in the U.S. by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
 in Europe by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

(ETSI) 
 in Thailand by the National Telecommunications Commission (NTC; 

ส านักงานคณะกรรมการกจิการโทรคมนาคมแห่งชาติ; กทช.)

 Blocks of spectrum are now commonly assigned through spectral 
auctions to the highest bidder.



US licensed spectrum
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Unlicensed bands
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 In addition to spectral auctions, spectrum can be set aside in 
specific frequency bands that are free to use with a license 
according to a specific set of etiquette rules. 

 The purpose of these unlicensed bands is to encourage innovation 
and low-cost implementation.

 Many extremely successful wireless systems operate in unlicensed 
bands, including wireless LANs, Bluetooth, and cordless 
phones. 

 A major difficulty is that they can be killed by their own success. 

 If many unlicensed devices in the same band are used in close 
proximity, they generate much interference to each other, which 
can make the band unusable.



Unlicensed bands (2)
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 Unlicensed spectrum is allocated by the governing body within a 
given country. 

 Often countries try to match their frequency allocation for 
unlicensed use so that technology developed for that spectrum is 
compatible worldwide.

 The following table shows the unlicensed spectrum allocations in 
the U.S.



Licensed vs. Unlicensed Spectra
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Licensed Unlicensed

Typically nationwide. 

Over a period of a few years.

From the spectrum regulatory 

agency.

For experimental systems and to 

aid development of new wireless 

technologies.

Bandwidth is very expensive. Very cheap to transmit on.

No hard constraints on the power 

transmitted within the licensed 

spectrum but the power is 

expected to decay rapidly outside.

There is a maximum power 

constraint over the entire 

spectrum.

Provide immunity from any kind 

of interference outside of the 

system itself.

Have to deal with interference. 

[TseViswanath, 2005, Section 4.1]



Spectrum Allocation (Final Words)
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 Spectrum is a scarce resource.

 Spectrum is allocated in “chunks” in frequency domain.

 “Chunks” are licensed to (cellular/wireless) operators.

 Within a single cellular operator, the chunk is further divided 

into many channels. 

 Each channel has its own band of frequency.

 Mobile networks based on different standards may use the 

same “frequency chunk”.

 For example, AMPS, D-AMPS, N-AMPS and IS-95 all use the 

800 MHz “frequency chunk”. 

 This is achieved by the use of different channels.




